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I. This is an appeal by the Appellant ('Elone 'Anitoni) against a decision made on 24
May 2013 by the Respondent (Public Service Commission) to terminate his
employment as Revenue Officer Grade III to be effective from 21 January 2013.
2. The following charge was made by the Respondent against the Appellant:
(i)

Failure to act with care and diligence in using a Government vehicle,
contrary to section 7(g) of the Public Service Code of Conduct and
Ethics 2010.
·
~;

3. The particulars of the charge were:
(i)

, .. . . . .

l

'Elone 'Anitoni, Revenue Officer Grade III, Ministry of Revenue, on or
about 06 November 2012, at Nuku'alofa, while employed by the
Ministry of Revenue, . you did fail to act with care and diligence while
driving Government vehicle Pl652, by failing to keep a proper look out
while driving and falling asleep, which then caused the vehicle to swerve
-off the public road and collide with other vehicles causing damage to the
Government vehicle and other vehicles.

4. The Appellant refuted the charge based on the following groUhds: ·
(i) '

The decision for dismissal is wrong in fact and~ law. -

(ii)

-The Public Service Commissio.n (PSC) decision was finally considered
· following the judgement of the Supreme Court of Tonga CR 187 of
2012, without opportunity given to the Appellant to be heard .as to
circumstances and reasons that led to change of his plea and related
circumstances.
·

(iii)

The Appellant at his arraignment entered to a "not guilty plea", anq also
in his statement of 30 January 2013 to Mr. Misinale, Acting Chief
Executive Officer of the PSC.

(iv)

The PSC failed to consider that the Appellant was told to drive the
vehicle when in fact he was not employed as driver. The Ministry of
Revenue Services do have employees for the job of driver.

(v)

That the related circumstances that led to the incident was beyond the
Appellant's power, and in saving life led to the resulted consequences.

(vi)
That the decision for dismissal of the Appellant is too harsh taking into
r-- -- - - -- -- - -- .n..c..c..o.untthe related facts and circumstances at the time of the incident.
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Background
5. The Appellant joined the Public Service as a Daily Labourer in December 2003 and
then appointed to the position of Revenue Officer Grade III on 05 August 2011.
6. On 06 November 2012, the Appellant was asked to drive the Government vehicle (P
1652) to take a Customs Officer to a workshop at Vaololoa and also to deliver a letter
to a client in Veitongo. On his way back to the office he had an incident at the Bypass
Road near to the Wesleyan Church in Halaleva.
7. According to the Appellant's letter of09 November 2012 to the CEO of the Ministry
of Revenue that whilst driving, on his way back to the office, he fell asleep. When he
woke up he noticed a Chinese man crossing from the left hand side of the road, which
is the same side of the road that he was driving on.
8. The Appellant successfully swerved the vehicle away from the man while trying to
apply the brake at the same time. Unfortunately, his shoe slid off the break and his
trousers got stuck on it and he stepped on the accelerator instead of the break. At that
time he was so confused and did not know what to do and as a result, he ended up
smashing into 3 vehicles and also killed one Chinese man who was loading goods to
the third vehicle.
9. On 08 January 20 13, the CEO for Revenue submitted a full report to the CEO of the
PSC regarding the Appellant's incident and recommended to suspend the Appellant
without pay immediately until a Court decision is made. A Savingram from the
Acting Commissioner of Police to the Commissioner of Revenue on 03 January 2013
was also attached to the report confirming that the Appellant has been charged with
Manslaughter by negligent m1der section 85, 86, 92 and 93 of the Criminal Offences
Act.

PSC Actions and Decisions
10. On 18 January 2013, the PSC Office made a submission to the PSC regarding the
Appellant's case recommending its approval.

"That Mr. 'Elone 'Anitoni, Revenue Officer Grade III, Ministly of Revenue
Services be suspended from duty without pay with effect from 8:30am on 21
January 2013 and that 'Procedure for serious disciplinary charges ' be instituted
against him".
11. The submission included the following comments:

"A meeting of the Charge Formulation Committee was convened on 15 Januaty
2013. As a result from the Meeting, the members agreed to recommend the
following:
t-- - - - - - - - - -•--...:T.
;;'h..:.:a.:.t_:
:. M
=..,:
ir.-.-:'Anitoni be suspended from duty without pay while awaiting
Court trial.
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•

•

He be charged for breaching of Section 7(g) of the Code of Ethics and
Conduct 2010 which is as follows:
"7. Personal Behaviour
All employees shall:
(g) act with care and diligence"
To recommend to the Commission for Mr. 'Anitoni to pay for the damages
to the Minisfly's vehicle."

12. The submission also included the following:
"The PSC Office also notes that Mr. 'Anitoni was reported by the Commissioner
of Revenue on 08 May, 2012 for breaching of Section 7(k) of the Code of Ethics
and Conduct 2010. He was reported that he reported to customs duties at the
airport while he was still under the influence of alcohol. The Charge Formulation
Committee was convened on 15 May 2012, and the members agreed to suspend
Mr. 'Anitoni from duty for breaching Section 7(k) of the Code of Ethics and
Conduct. This tabled at the Commission meeting on 18 May, 2012. However, the
Commission did not approve for Mr. 'Anitoni to be suspended from duty. As such
the Commission directed that Mr. 'Anitoni be given a final reprimand by the
Ministry. This was conveyed to the Minis fly of Revenue on 23 May, 2012. "
13. On 18 January 2013, the PSC decided (Decision No. 26 of 18 January 2013):
"That Mr. 'Elone 'Anitoni, Revenue Officer Grade IlL Ministry of Revenue
Services be suspended from duty without pay, with effect from 8:30am on 21
January, 2013 and that the 'Procedure for serious disciplinary charges' be
instituted against him. "
14. On 23 January 2013, a letter was sent out from CEO of the PSC to the Appellant to
formally charge him for failing to act with care and diligence in using a Government
vehicle, contrary to section7(g) ofthe Public Service Code Conduct and Ethics 2010.
15. The letter included the following comments:

• "If you

do not dispute these charges, you should inform the Chief
Executive Officer for the Public Service Commission in writing, within 10
working days of receipt of this letter, that you do not dispute the charges,
and you should also set out any reasons that you think should be
considered in order to mitigate the sanction that may imposed on you. "

• "If you

dispute the charges, you should submit a written reply to these
charges within 10 working days of receipt of this letter. "

16. On 30 January 2013, the Appellant submitted a letter to the CEO of the PSC denying
the charge.
17. The letter included the following comments:
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•

"The Particulars of the Charges state that I had fallen off to sleep and that
this caused the vehicle to swerve off the public road. I would like to submit
that these particulars are incorrect. I was forced to swerve off the public road
because I saw a pedestrian suddenly cross the road in front of my vehicle and
in attempting to avoid hitting this p edestrian I unfortunately ran into the
vehicles and bystander on the opposite side of the public road. "

•

"I was not over speeding at the time of the accident nor was I under the
influence of any alcohol. "

•

"In my written report to my CEO, Ms Daphney Stone, I said that I had fallen
off to sleep. It was a slight lapse of concentration on my part which
unfortunately caused great damages and loss for other involved and for that I
am truly sony."

• "If my current suspension was to extend until a decision is made by the Court
my family stands to face great hardships as I am the sole breadwinner of my
family. Even if I am eventually acquitted and stand to get all my pays during
suspension, my family cannot survive the duration of the suspension without
the support of my pay. "
•

"This Charge of serious disciplinary breach is similar if not identical to the
one that I am facing in Court and I believe that in the end it will be the Court
that will decide whether or not I was negligent or acted carelessly, a decision
which I am prepared to accept whenever it is given. "

•

"In view of the above, I pray for the sympathy ofyour good office and ask that
you reconsider your decision to suspend me Without Pay. "

18. On 08 February 2013, the PSC Office made a submission to the PSC with the
following recommendation.
"That Mr. 'Elone 'Anitoni be suspended without pay until a Court decision is
made. Thus this is submitted for consideration of the Commission."

19. The submission included the following comment:
"The PSC Office further notes that there is a case almost similar to this was
that of Mr. Vatulele Tuputupu, Deputy Secretmy, Ministry of Justice. He was
driving under the influence of alcohol which led to an accident which took
away someone 's life but it was not a vehicle that was registered under the
Ministry even though it had the Ministry 's plate number on it. The disciplinary
case ofMr. Vatulele is awaiting a decision from Court."

20. The minutes ofPSC meeting on 08 February 2013 showed the following:
"DISCUSSION
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~

It was raised that this case is different from that ofMr. Vatulele Tuputupu,
Deputy Secretary Ministry of Justice. In Mr. Tuputupu 's case it was not a
Government vehicle, he did not have authority to drive the vehicle, and he
was intoxicated.

~

It was raised that if the officer hit a tree without killing anyone would he
be dismissed? It was suggested that a legal opinion regarding the case
should be sought.

~

The Commission was advised that the PSC Office agrees with the view of
the CFC. Furthermore, the Commission was informed that there is a
clause in the Constitution which stipulates that any government employee
who is found to be guilty of committing an offence which is punishable by
two (2) years or more imprisonment must be dismissed from the public
service. He/She may not work for the public service again unless he/she
receives royal pardon. As such, if Mr. 'Anitoni will be found guilty of an
offence which is punishable by two (2) years or more imprisonment.
Constitution stipulates that he must be dismissed from the public service.

~

The Commission noted this information (the particular Constitution clause
had not been mentioned in the submission to the Commission) and directed
for legal advice to be sought form the Solicitor General regarding the
case.

ACTION
~

To seek legal opinion from the Solicitor General regarding the case."

21 . On 14 February 2013 a letter was sent from the Acting CEO of PSC to the Solicitor
General to seek his legal advice.
22. The Solicitor General submitted his advice in a letter on 21 February 2013.
23. The letter included the following comments:

/. As we have repeatedly advised in the past, the criminal process and PSC
disciplinary process are two different and separate processes, which
require different assessment of breach of roles or laws, and so operate
independently of each other.
2. We do not understand why the PSC recommend to the Commission to defer
the disciplining of the case until a decision of the Courts.
3. This was not agreed to be recommended in the Charge Formulation
Committee.
4. The disciplinary process is an assessment as to whether the officer has
committed a serious breach of discipline. That serious breach of discipline
t------------:z~
s -=
atailuret?J?Ictwith care and diligence when-using-a-motor-vehiele;-'Fhe' -- - - - 6

question before the Commission is whether the officer, when he was
driving the vehicle, used care and diligence.
5. It is an employment issue to determine whether the officer should be
disciplined by his employer for breaching the standards of employment
expected of the officer from the employer.
6. The Supreme Court has recently held that "the standard of proof in
disciplinmy proceedings before a domestic tribunal is the civil standard of
proof on the balance ofprobabilities. The degree ofprobability that must
be established will however vary from case to case. Where the allegations
are serious and dismissal is likely if they are proved, than a degree or
probability is required that is commensurate with the occasion". (Ministty
of Prisons v Telefoni, CV 144/12, Unreported, 31 January 2013, Supreme
Court ofTonga, Scott CJ).

7. The criminal process is an assessment as to whether the officer has
committed without any reasonable doubt a criminal offence. That criminal
offence is manslaughter by negligence. The question before the Court is
whether the officer's, when he was driving the vehicle, manner of driving
was so dangerous in the circumstances, and that he disregarded such risks
and went ahead with the risks, which resulted in the death of the victim.
8. It is a criminality issue to determine whether the officer should be
punished by the Court on behalf of the community, for breaching the
standards of law and order required by the community, in causing of the
loss of life.
9. The process and assessments are therefore separate, and there are no
legal grounds for the disciplinary process to wait for the criminal process
to conclude.
10. The Commission should be advised to continue with the disciplinaJy
process.
24. On 01 March 2013, the PSC Office made a submission to the PSC with the following
recommendation:

•

"That Mr. 'Elone 'Anitoni, Revenue Officer Grade III, Ministry of Revenue
Services be reinstated with effect from the date of Public Service Commission
Decision and given a FINAL reprimand and warning that committing (sic) of
the similar offence in future WILL result in a more severe disciplinary action
taken against him, even dismissal from the public service; "

•

"That condition of his discipline be a review of his performance in six (6)
months with effect from the date of Public Service Commission Decision;"

•

'That ffle lfill cost of repair to the Ministry of-Revenue Services-vehicle P-165'2- - -- - be borne by Mr. 'Elone 'Anitoni. "
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25. The submission included the following:

"PSC OFFICE COMMENTS

» If Mr.

'Anitoni is disciplined by the Commission related to his breach of
the Code of Ethics and Conduct, and later when the decision of the Court
is made, is found convicted of criminal offence punishable by
imprisonment for more than two years the above quoted clause of the
Constitution will apply to him. There are many precedent cases of such
dismissals ofpublic servants, due to Court decision, one example is that of
Tevita B. Kala ofthe Ministry of Revenue (2010, related to drugs).

»

The PSC Office notes that there is no precedent case of exact similar
nature to this case. However, the following case is summarised below,
which involved "failure to act with care and diligence" and is related to
damage ofa Government vehicle.
Mr. Tesimoni Talia 'uli, Accounting Officer Diplomat, Ministry of Tourism
(2010).
» Mr. Talia 'uli was authorised to use the Government vehicle after
hours and during such use he failed to use the vehicle with care
and diligence which caused the vehicle to swerve off the road and
collide with an electric pole, causing damages to the vehicle.

»

This was Mr. Talia'ulifirst time committing an offence.

»

The Public Service Commission approved as per Public Service
Commission Decision No. 176 of28 May 2010, the following:
1. That Mr. Tesimoni Talia 'uli, Accounting Officer, Ministry
of Tourism be severely reprimanded and warned that
committing (sic) of the same or similar offence in future
may result in a more severe disciplinary action against him,
even dismissal from the public service.
2. That he disciplined by dropping his current salary point by
one increment with effect from the date of the Public
Service Commission Decision.
3. That a condition of the discipline be a review of the
performance in six (6) months with effect from the date of
Public Service Commission Decision.
4. That the full cost of repairs to the Ministry of Tourism
government vehicle P 1427 be borne by Mr. Tesimoni
Talia 'uli. "
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26. The advice from the Solicitor General on 21 February 2013 was also included in the
PSC Office's submission to the PSC meeting on 01 March 2013, however, bullet
points 2 and 3 of the advice (ref Section 23) were omitted.
27. The minutes ofPSC meeting on 01 March 2013 showed the following:

"DISCUSSION
);> It was raised that after the receipt of the legal advice the issue is clearer.
);> One view was raised that the Commission should wait until the court decision
is made. This case is different from that of Mr. Vatulele Tuputupu if the
Commission agree that the Mr. 'Anitoni should be dismissed, it should be
carried out now and not wait for a court decision.
);> It was also raised that if the case was assessed in isolation without
considering his first offence and the fact that a person died as a result, it
should not merit that the officer should still be suspended.
);> An opposing view was that it shouldn't be assessed in isolation, his first
offence should be considered also.
);> Another view was raised that the fact that the vehicle he was driving hit two
vehicles before killing a person, implies that there was failure to act with care
and diligence.
);> It was also raised that the case should be deferred (sic) until there is court
decision which would assist the Commission in passing a more informed
decision.
);> It was raised that the case should be treated like that for Mr. Talia 'uti who
was only reprimanded.
);> An opposing view was that this is different to Mr. Talia 'uli 's case as it was
Mr. Talia 'uli 's first case.
);> It was agreed that the officer should still be suspended and the cost of
damages to the vehicle should be borne by the officer within 3 months.
ACTION
);> Mr. 'Anitoni be informed that the decision stands. "
28. The Commission also approved the following recommendation as amended in its
meeting on 0 I March 2013:

•

"That the full cost of repair to the Ministry of Revenue Services vehicle P 1652
be borne by Mr. 'Elone 'Anitoni."

29. The minutes ofPSC meeting on 18 March 2013 showed the following:

"DISCUSSION
);> The Commission noted the difficult situation the Officer is currently in,
however, the reasons why the Commission has not made a final decision is to
give time for the court case to be finalised. It was also noted by the
Commission that there have been precedent cases and if the case is to be
decided now, the Commission is more inclined to dismiss the officer.
+-- - - - - - - - - -However tke- l5utcome of the court case may alter the-current-stand-of- thr>-- -- - Commission regarding the case.
9

The Commission unanimously agreed for the current decision on the case to
stand.
ACTION ITEM:
};:> The Office of the PSC to write a letter to the Officer and inform him of the
Public Service Commission Decision. "
30. On 18 March 2013, the PSC decided (Decision No. 148 of 18 March 2013):

•

"That the Public Service Commission Decision No. 26 of 18 January, 2013
stands."

31. The PSC Decision No. 148 was conveyed to the Appellant on a letter fro m the CEO
ofPSC on 21 March 2013.
32. On 24 May 2013, the PSC Office made a submission to the PSC with the following
recommendation:

•

•
•

"That Mr. 'Elone 'Anitoni, Revenue Officer Grade III, Ministry of Revenue
Services be dismissed from the Public Service with effect from 21 January
2013.
That he be paid the equivalent of his salary for any period of earned leave
days.
That he submits any claims for leaving service benefits to the Retirement Fund
Board."

33. The submission including the following:
• "PSC Office Comments
};:> The Commission gave Mr. 'Anitoni afinal reprimand on 23 May 2012
for committing a minor breach of discipline whereby he reported to
duty at the airport under the influence of alcohol.
};:> Mr. 'Anitoni failed to act with care and diligence while driving a
government vehicle on 6 November, 2012 which resulted in the death
of a Chinese man and causing damages to the government vehicle.
};:> In relation to the 6 November 2012 incident, Mr. 'Anitoni was charged
with and has been found guilty by the Supreme Court, of manslaughter
by negligence.
};:> In light of section 23 of the Constitution the PSC Office recommends
the dismissal of Mr. 'Anitoni from the Public Service with effect from
the date of suspension (i.e. 21 January, 2013).
};:> A precedent case similar to this was that of Mr. Viliami Tu 'ipulotu,
Principal Marine Officer - Nautical, Ministry of Transport who was
dismissed under Clause 23 of the Constitution. "
34. On 24 May 2013, the PSC decided (Decision No. 246 of24 May 20 13):
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•

•
•

"That Mr. 'Elone 'Anitoni, Revenue Officer Grade IIL Ministry of Revenue
Services be dismissed from the Public Service with effect from 21 January,
2013.
That he be paid the equivalent of his sa/my for any period of earned leave
days.
That he submits any claims for leaving service benefits to the Retirement Fund
Board."

35. The PSC Decision No. 246 of24 May 2013 was conveyed to the Appellant in a letter
from the Acting CEO of the Commission on 28 May 2013.
36. The Appellant received the letter on 05 June 2013.

Appellant's Submission
37. The Legal Counsel for the Appellant based her submissions during the Hearing on
the following grounds:

•

The PSC 's decision to dismiss the Appellant on 24 May 2013 was based on
Clause 23 of the Constitution, however, this Clause was amended on 23 April
2013. Therefore, the amended Clause 23 of the Constitution should be applied
to the PSC Decision No. 246 on 24 May 2013.

•

The Appellant was not employed as a driver and there are people in the
Ministry who were employed as driver as there are special skills required for
this kind ofjob.

•

The Appellant has never seen his Job Description it was only verbally briefed
to him when he was appointed to the job.

•

On the day of the incident he was told to drive because there was no driver.
Although he did not agree to drive, but he had to obey with what he has been
told to do.

38. The Appellant confirmed that he did sleep while driving on day ofthe incident
39. The Appellant confirmed that it was not the ftrst time for him to drive the Ministry's
vehicle on the day ofthe incident.

Respondent's Submission
40. The Solicitor General for the Respondent based his submissions during the Hearing
on the following:

• When the Appellant pleaded guilty to one count ofmanslaughter by negligence
t-- - - - - - - - -on-1-9-A.pr-il-2013- before the Supreme Court, he effectiJ?..ely_l1!fiLC.JlllJ!.cEJ../._Qf_-=--- -- - criminal offences was punishable by imprisonment for more than two years.
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•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•·

f

•• 1

· •

Accordingly, Clause 23 of the Constitution applied to the Appellant. This
means the Appellant is prohibitedfrom holding office under the Government.
Because of this conviction, the Respondent lawfully decided on 24 May 2013
to dismiss the Appellant from Public Service.
Clause 23 of the Constitution was amended 4 days later when the Constitution
ofTonga (Amendment) Act 2013 came into force, when His Majesty the King
gave his Royal Assent. The amendment provided that the disabilities provided
in Clause 23 only applied if a person was convicted and sentenced to an
actual sentence of imprisonment for 2 years or more, and that Clause 23
would apply after 42 days from sentencing or if an appeal results in the
quashing of the sentence or the sentence is reduced to less than 2 years
imprisonment.
This amendment however does not apply to the case of the Appellant, bed,ause
it came into force 4 days after the Appellant was convicted in the Supreme
Court.
The Appellant did not object to driving the Government vehicle.
The Appellant took on the responsibility as an implied term of his Job
Description.
From the Police records and the submissions to the Court there was no
mentioning of the Appellant woke up from his sleep, ·while driving, and saw
. someon-e crossing the road. According to the records; the·Appellant woke up
when he already crashed on to the first vehicle.
·The'PSC's decision 'should still stand because the Appellant caused the death
of a person and he also caused damages to more than one vehicle.' The
Government has had to pay from the Liability Vote $5,744 for the damages,
and $500 for legal fees in civil case in the Magistrate 's Court: The Appellant
was not required to contribute to that payment.
:·
More importantly, the dismissal was based on the operation o/ law under
Clause 23 of the Constitution.

41 . The Respondent confirmed that there is no contention from their side with regard to
the timing of submitting the Appeal to the Tribunal.

Tribunal Findings
42. The Tribunal have carefully examined all aspects of this case and have ref\ched
conclusions including the following:
1.

The Appellant admitted that he was sleeping while driving before the incident
occurred. Therefore, the Tribunal believes that this is a clear evidence of the
Appellant not being able to carry out his duties with care and diligence in using
the Government vehicle.

ii.

The Tribunal accepted that the Appellant was not recruited as a driver. However,
on the day of the incident there was no driver and the Appellant was asked to
t--- - - - - - - - --Arive-am.t-that-direction was still within the duties-of-the-post-of-the-Appellant: - -- - which stated "Undertake any other duties as directed". The Appellant did have a
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valid driving licence to drive the type of vehicle that he drove on the day of the
incident and that was not the frrst time for him to drive the Ministry's vehicle.
m.

The Tribunal does not accept the point that was raised by the Appellant that
someone who is employed as a driver required special skills to drive on the road.
The Tribunal believes that anyone who has a valid driving licence to drive should
have the necessary skills required to drive on the road.

1v.

On the submission made by the PSC Office to the Commissioners meeting on 18
January 2013, they stated that the members of the Charge Formulation
Committee (CFC) agreed "That Mr. 'Anitoni be suspended from duty without pay
while awaiting the Court trial". However, on a Savingram from the Solicitor
General, who is a member of the CFC pn 21 February 2013 stated that "We do
not understand why the PSC recommended to the Commission to defer the
disciplining of the case until a decision of the Courts. This was not agreed to be
recommended in CFC". When the PSC Office made their submission to the
Commissioners meeting on 01 March 2013 they omitted this very important
information.
.

.

I

· v.

There was one very important piece of information in the particulars of the
·· charge that the ·Appellant disputed was the cause of the incident. The Appellant
v '
· 'disputed the claim by the Respondent that the cause of the incident was "sleeping
i •.! : ' ·. •while 'driving 1' . In fact( the Appellant claimed that the cause of the incident was
'
I
·. - ··.I ·due to ·his trying to ·swerve off the vehicle to avoid hitting-someone that was
· ·. . crossing:.the- road. This piece of information was significant to the case: as it
· · ··should be' one of the ·major deciding factors of the disciplinary action to be .taken
-J against the Appellant"- From the information provided to the Tribunal, the
.'· Responaent did not make any attempt to address this matter before they :made
their fmal decision on the case.
· · ·v1.

The Tribunal believe-that the relevant information supported the contention that
the App.eilant was "sleeping while driving''. The Appellant readily admitted this
to his· CEO, and at all times until the Hearing. It is now apparent that in the
Appellant's statement to the Police, he had also readily admitted that he!slept
while driving. (Although the value of this information is not considered by the
Tribunal to be conclusive, it confirms the consistency of the Appellant's' early
'
admission that he slept while driving.)

It was the consequences of the Appellant's "sleeping while driving" that caused
the incident, whereby the vehicle driven by him caused damages to other vehicles
(including the vehicle he was driving) and also resulted in the loss of a life. In his
own words, in his letter in response to the Charge, he admitted having falling off
to sleep which "caused the great damages and loss for others." He stated in his
letter of30 January, 2013 "In my written report to my CEO, Ms Daphney Stone, I
said that I had fallen off to sleep. It was a slight lapse of concentration on my
part which unfortunately caused great damage and loss for others involved and
r----------~
or "";It.-a-:-t-v-a-m-..::,..
tr-uly sorry." Therefore, the charge rna e againsrtne Appellant~km~-been proven, and that the Appellant failed to act with care and diligence in using

vu.
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a Government vehicle, contrary to section 7(g) of the Public Service Code of
Conduct and Ethics 2010.
vm.

On 05 February 2013 the PSC decided:
To seek legal opinion from the Solicitor General regarding the case, and this was
conveyed to him by the Acting CEO of the PSC on 14 February, 2013.
On 21 February 2013 the Solicitor General replied to the Acting CEO of the PSC
Office with the very strong reminders that:

"1. As we have repeatedly advised in the past, the criminal process and PSC
process ·are··two· ·different and separate processes, which require dif/!rent
assessment of breach of roles or laws, and so operate separately o/each
other.

2. We do not understand why the PSC recommend to the Commission to
defer the disciplining of this case until a decision of the Co~rts. .. ........... .
9. · The Commission should be advised to continue with the disciplinary
!
process.
,.
IJ

1 ~

r •

•

L.•

t~

.. ix. " -The Tribunal believes >that the PSC should have dealt with the disciplinary
,.. process' of the Appellant without waiting for the result of the Court case (a
· · 'different process) to be concluded. It is trite law that the standard of proof ih any
·· · · disciplinary proceedings is lower than the heavy burden of proof required in a
· ·' criminal·prosecution.·,The Tribunal believes that the advice given by the Solicitor
· ··" ·General to PSC on that matter set out the correct approach. PSG erred in failing
to take: heed of the:-Solicitor General's advice, and in waiting- to base~ their
decision on the result of the criminal prosecution in the Court.
x.

PSG applied Clause 23 of the Constitution as the basis of their decision on 24
May 2013 -(Decision No. 246 of24 May 2013) to dismiss the Appellant. On 24
May 2013, Clause 23 of the Constitution had already been amended a~d no
longer in the form applied by PSC to the Appellant. On the day of the PSC
decision, Clause 23 (as amended by Act No.3 of2013) provided as follows:

"No person having been convicted of a criminal offence and sentenced to
imprisonment for more than two years, shall hold any office under the
Government whether of emolument or honour nor shall he be qualified to vote
for nor to be elected a representative of the Legislative Assembly unless he
had received from the King a pardon together with a declaration that he is
freed from the disabilities to which he would otherwise be subject under the
provisions of this clause.
PROVIDED that the operation of this clause shall be suspended in any case
t-- - - - - - - - - -unJiLthiL .expkatio.n of 42 days after the date o1 sente11cin and in case
where notice of appeal or leave to ·appeal is given within 42 days after date
of sentencing, until the determination of the appeal; and if the conviction is
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quaslted on appeal or tlte sentence reduced to no more titan 2 years
imprisonment then tltis clause sltall not have effect."
x1.

The Appellant was convicted in the Court, of a criminal case on 19 April 2013.
Clause 23 was amended 4 days after that. However, the Tribunal believe that it is
the state of the law on the date ofPSC decision (24 May 2013) that should have
applied to the Appellant. The Appellant was not "sentenced to imprisonment for
more than two years". Therefore, Clause 23 did not apply to the Appellant on 24
May2013.

xn.

In any case, the disciplinary action against the Appellant was not based on the
requirements of Clause 23 but rather, a specific charge (as indicated above).

xiii.

According to the Minutes of the Commissioners meeting ofOl March 2013, the
Commissioners approved a resolution "That the full cost of repair to the Ministry
of Revenue Services vehicle P1652 be borne by Mr. 'Eione 'Anitoni".
Unfortunately, this resolution was not actioned by the PSC Office.

xtv.

In view ofthe ''final reprimand" issued to the Appellant on 18 May 2012 relating
· to a' different incident charged under Section 7 (k) of the Public Service Code of
··· ,;, Ethics -and Conduct 2010, the Tribunal believe that the appropriate penalty for
·-the · 'Appellant ought to be serious enough to commensurate with the
c• V " ·.i:.l, ··Consequences of his···actions which caused great damages and loss for others
· · · ·- · ,; . (including the loss of a life) and the fmal reprim~nd already 1.ssued previously.
.

=

!
I

· · xv·.- . The PSC Decision appealed from remains partly intact, but the Tribunal reached
.... L . • its conclusions for different reasons. The Appellant's submission that Clause 23
· of the .Constitution ·snould not have applied to the Appellant is upheld by the
" ··'.. . Tribunal, which removes the constitutional disability for him to re-ent~r the
Public Service.
·,I

Acknowledgement
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Order of the Tribunal
44. Under section 21F ofthe Public Service Act 2002 (as amended), the Tribunal may
make an order to affirm, vary, or set aside the PSC's decision.
45. The Tribunal makes the following orders -

(i)

That Mr 'Eione 'Anitoni, Revenue Officer Grade ill, Ministry of Revenue
Services, be dismissed from the Public Service with effect from 21
January 2013;

(ii)

That he be paid the equivalent of his salary for any period of earned leave
days;

(iii)

That he submits any claim for leaving service benefits to the Retirement
Fund Board;

(iv)

That the full costs of repair to the Ministry of Revenue Services vehicle
P1652 be borne by Mr 'Eione 'Anitoni.

(v)

That the parties be responsible for their own costs in this Appeal.

'Aisea H Taumoepeau

Lady 'Eseta Fusitu' a

/'

Timote Katoanga
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